
                     BladeRunner`s  Ammo List.

I hope this document will be an answer to all your questions about ammo, that we
encountering in Fallout universe. Thank`s to Ausir for idea to make this ammo list.
As always I can be contacted at bladerunner13@mail.ru or my ICQ is 78234152

In this table I gathered all kinds of ammo for all kinds of handguns I`ve ever met.

Caliber
in
inches
(USA)

Analog
caliber in
mm`s
(Europe)

Size in
millimeters
(1 inch =
25,4 mm)

                   Comments (if there are any)

  .22    5.6    5.58  
 Small caliber. Quiet shots, but small power.
 Bullet size is three times smaller than .223

 .223  5.56x45    5.66
 An excellent caliber. “High-impulse” (HI) type of ammo
(large kinetic energy splash when target hit).

  .40   No analogs   10.16                                                  -

  .41
 
   10.4    10.41

                                               
                                                 -

  .44     11     11.1                                                  -

  
  .45   11.43    11.43                                                  -

  .50  12.7x99     12.7
THAT SHIT ROCKS!!! Used for best sniper rifles, heavy
machineguns and some BIG pistols.

  .320    7.65     8.12
7.65 is much smaller than simple 7.62. This Czech caliber is
almost equal to 9mm.
        

  .357      9       9                                                  -

   .38
 (.380)

     9      9.6
I don`t know.  May be it is similar to 9x18 Para.

  .338   8.6x70      8.5
Heavy sniper rifles ammunition.

  .300  No analogs     7.62                                                   -
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  .243   No analogs     6.17                                                  -

  .454  No analogs     11.53
Caliber for largest models of Casull revolvers

   .25     6.35     6.35                                                  -

  .308 7.62x51     7.82
This is your 7.62 mm NATO. Original 7.62

  -    9x18        - 
Listen up! This is Euro an American 9mm Para (9mm ball if
you want)! This ammo is NOT compatible with 9x19 PM!!!!
NEVER! Only lastest versions of MAKAROV PISTOL
could use this caliber (ONLY THIS!!!). This gun will be in
my next weapon list. It`s IZH-70 also known as “Baikal”.

     -    9x19
 
       -

This is our Russian 9mm PM. It was designed by Russian
constructor Boris Semin after WW-II. Cheap and powerful
enough.

     -    9x39        -
Special Sniper bullets. Only for Special Forces using. 

     - 7.62x53
 
       -

Rare.

     -  5.7x28        - 
FN caliber. For FN-P90, 5x7 pistol and others.

     -          6.5        -                                                -

     -  7.5x51        -                                                -

     - 5.45x49        -
Our Russian replace for 5.56 (.223). H.I.

     - 7.62x39        -
AHTUNG!!! THIS is OUR 7.62. YES!!! AK-47 CAN`T EAT
YOUR 7.62 mm!!! To know more see below.

     -    9x21        -
 Special Sniper Ammo for some pistols and SMG`s.

     -  5.45x18        -                                                 -

     - 7.62x54        -
This kind of bullets was designed specially for SVD. Not
many difference. I`ll add it to my next list.



     
     -     10        -                                                 -         

That`s all, folks! “Cast your spells” now. Think, make your decisions and listen for
some more facts.
1. Often you can see some “suffixes” near ammo name. Here you cans see some of

them:
           JHP – NO COMENTS ☺
           FMJ – FULL METAL JACKETED
           AP – ARMOR PIERCING
           PARA – PARABELLUM
           NATO – USED BY NATO COUNTRIES
           ACP – AUTO COLT PISTOL
           DU – DEPLETED URANIUM 
           AE – AUTOMATIC EXPRESS
           S&W, SIG, CASULL, LAPUA, REMINGTON,COLT… - NAME OF 
                                                                                                 THE PRODUCER.
2. About 7.62.  Russian ver. is 7.62x39, NATO and Euro is 7.62x51. They are not

compatible. Sorry. But… My Friends! Let`s just close our eyes on this small
“bug” ! Why do we need to spoil PnP universe? Or… you want it ?!?

3. Is the situation with 9x18 and 9x19 clear? Almost. Makarov Pistol is designed for
9x19 and special 9x18 PBM. 9x18 PBM IS COMPATIBLE WITH ANY 9x18
weapon!!! IZH-70 will be an anwser!

4. 12 gauge shells are out of the case. Other class of ammo.

That will be enough for now. Soon I`ll make a “mistakes”  work for Fallout weapons.
Like I`m saying: “Read it and forget it”. Let`s keep our universe clean. You can spit at
this my future “work”. ☺ As always - wating for comments. 

                                                                         BladeRunner out…


